
Whose 
Earth?

Whose 
responsibility?

Psalm 104:5 - 26

Taken from Apollo 11: NASA
https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/imgcat/html/object_page
/a11_h_36_5355.html



27 So God created humankind in his image,
in the image of God he created them;
male and female he created them.

28 God blessed them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, 
and fill the earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the fish of the 
sea and over the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves 
upon the earth.” 
29 God said, “See, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is upon 
the face of all the earth, and every tree with seed in its fruit; you shall 
have them for food. 30 And to every beast of the earth, and to every bird 
of the air, and to everything that creeps on the earth, everything that 
has the breath of life, I have given every green plant for food.” And it was 
so. 
31 God saw everything that he had made, and indeed, it was very good. 

Genesis chapter 1
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Wildlife populations are in freefall 
around the world, driven by human 
overconsumption, population growth 
and intensive agriculture, according to a 
major new assessment of the abundance 
of life on Earth.
On average, global populations of 
mammals, birds, fish, amphibians and 
reptiles plunged by 68% between 1970 
and 2016, according to the WWF and 
Zoological Society of London (ZSL)’s 
biennial Living Planet Report 2020.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/wildlife
https://www.wwf.org.uk/sites/default/files/2020-09/LPR20_Full_report.pdf
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Two in five of the world’s plant species are 
at risk of extinction as a result of the 
destruction of the natural world, according 
to an international report.
“We would be able not survive without 
plants and fungi – all life depends on them 
said Prof Alexandre Antonelli, the director 
of science at the Royal Botanical Gardens, 
Kew, in the UK. RBG Kew led the report, 
which involved 210 scientists from 42 
countries.

30 September 2020

https://www.kew.org/science/state-of-the-worlds-plants-and-fungi


31 August 2020



This summer was the hottest ever 
recorded in the northern hemisphere, 
according to US government scientists.
The new record surpassed the summers 
of 2016 and 2019. Last month was also 
the second-hottest August ever recorded 
for the globe. The numbers put 2020 on 
track to be one of the five warmest years, 
according to Noaa.

https://www.noaa.gov/news/northern-hemisphere-just-had-its-hottest-summer-on-record


If we are stewards of God’s world, 
how are we doing?

Why do we treat the world in the 
way we do?

What can we do to change the 
situation for the better?

NASA
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2017/new-night-
lights-maps-open-up-possible-real-time-applications
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Take your responsibility 
seriously - make a 
conscious effort

Start by understanding 
what is happening
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It is shocking that the BBC can have 
allowed such one-sided green propaganda 
onto our screens without putting issues of 
human development and the natural world 
into proper context. But then David 
Attenborough has become a Greta of the 
Third Age – no-one dares question what he 
does because he is a ‘national treasure’. 
Someone at the BBC needs to pluck up the 
courage.
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Loosely hooked to a major UN biodiversity 
report published last year, which found 
that the survival of 1 million species was at 
risk, Extinction: The Facts is a whistle-stop 
tour of our destruction of nature. A stellar 
cast of academics and experts from NGOs 
tell the story of a decline in mammals, 
plants and fish that Attenborough says 
“isn’t just disturbing, it’s deeply tragic”.

https://www.newscientist.com/article/2201697-destruction-of-nature-is-as-big-a-threat-to-humanity-as-climate-change/
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The formula for calculating people’s 
environmental footprint is simple, but widely 
misunderstood: Impact = Population x 
Affluence x Technology (I = PAT). 
If we had the global population of 500 years 
ago (around 500 million), and if it were 
composed of average UK plane passengers, 
our environmental impact would probably be 
greater than that of the 7.8 billion alive today.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/wildlife
https://www.wwf.org.uk/sites/default/files/2020-09/LPR20_Full_report.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/sep/25/1-of-english-residents-take-one-fifth-of-overseas-flights-survey-shows
https://oi-files-d8-prod.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/file_attachments/mb-extreme-carbon-inequality-021215-en.pdf




http://www.tearfund.org/~/media/files/tilz/
churches/integral_mission/2019-tearfund-
understanding-poverty-en.pdf

https://learn.tearfund.org/en/resources/
publications/footsteps/footsteps_41-
50/footsteps_47/bible_study/



NASA: from ISS Feb 2019

What can we do?

Get informed

Pray

Act



More than 1,200 coastal landfill sites are in 
danger of spilling their contents into the sea 
– leading to a pollution time bomb around 
the UK coastline.

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/landfill
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/ocean-pollution


More than 1,200 coastal landfill sites are in 
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Energy

Food
Clothing

Tech

How is it made?
Where does it come from?

How long does it last?
Do you recycle it?

How much do you waste?

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/landfill
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/ocean-pollution


So in everything, do to 
others what you would 
have them do to you, 
for this sums up the 
Law and the Prophets.

Matthew 7:12

If anyone, then, knows 
the good they ought to 
do and doesn’t do it, it 
is sin for them.

James 4:17

14 What good is it, my 
brothers and sisters, if 
someone claims to 
have faith but has no 
deeds? Can such faith 
save them?

James 2:14
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